Proposed Digital Photography class program. NB this is an outline only and will probably change but should help with
general planning.
Meeting:

1st Wednesday of each month. Room 2, St Mary’s Kangaroo Flat12:00-2:00pm

1st hour to hour and a half: Introduce focus topic, cover basics.
Remaining time: Practice, revise and solve problems. Clarify the next month’s topic focus.
Initial demonstrations will concentrate on using a mobile phone and/or an ipad (apple
product) or tablet (everything else!). Later in the year we could concentrate on small digital
cameras and their larger counterparts, the larger SLR digital cameras. Once the photos are on
the computer then the processes apply to everyone.
An assumption will be made that participants know very little/know a little but not confident
or know more and are willing to assist as mentors. A feature of each session will be practicing.
Participants are encouraged to bring a pen and paper to record their own way of
remembering the skills covered.
Given the time frame....bring your lunch!
DATE

Topic focus

Feb 1









Mar 1

April 1
May 3

June 7

Quick look at digital photography framework on chart.
Demo taking photos with phone and ipad/tablet
Hints on thinning out images before transferring to computer
[if time]Transferring photos to computer
Repeat transferring photos to computer
Organising photo files
begin looking at photo management programs –Picasa/Xpand/Iphotos/Google photos/Fastone
image viewer
NB as soon as you transfer photo files you will be using a photo management program so there will be
a bit of backwards and forwards in this area of digital photography knowledge.
 Looking at 2 different free photo management programs in detail.
 Products with photos-a general overview of what can be made
 Suggestions of where these products can be sourced and possible costs
 Photobooks-session 1- collecting and organising your photos.
 Photo books session 2 - putting it all together
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beverleyormerod@gmail.com
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al_hel@bigpond.com

Cilla Brady

cillabrady@aol.com

Chris Vigor

chrisvigor@bigpond.com

